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Despite the promises of ML in education, its adoption in the classroom has surfaced numerous issues regarding fairness, accountability, and transparency, as well as concerns about data privacy and student consent. A root cause of these issues is the lack of understanding of the complex dynamics of education, including teacher-student interactions, collaborative learning, and classroom environment. To overcome these challenges and fully utilize the potential of ML in education, software practitioners need to work closely with educators and students to fully understand the context of the data (the backbone of ML applications) and collaboratively define the ML data specifications. To gain a deeper understanding of such a collaborative process, we conduct ten co-design sessions with ML software practitioners, educators, and students. In the sessions, teachers and students work with ML engineers, UX designers, and legal practitioners to define dataset characteristics for a given ML application. We find that stakeholders contextualize data based on their domain and procedural knowledge, proactively design data requirements to mitigate downstream harms and data reliability concerns, and exhibit role-based collaborative strategies and contribution patterns. Further, we find that beyond a seat at the table, meaningful stakeholder participation in ML requires structured supports: defined processes for continuous iteration and co-evaluation, shared contextual data quality standards, and information scaffolds for both technical and non-technical stakeholders to traverse expertise boundaries.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Education is a complex and dynamic system [42]. Yet, applications of machine learning (ML) in education rely on generalized approaches with narrow conceptualizations of educational knowledge to analyze learner behavior, interactions, and performance [62]. Consequently, the adoption of ML applications in school administration, instruction, and learning has led to issues of fairness, accountability, transparency, and utility in their implications for practitioners and vulnerable student populations [5, 31, 61, 62, 70]. Harms include systematic inequalities in recommender systems [49] and high-stakes automated decision-making [40], surveillance and civil rights concerns in facial
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recognition systems [96], data privacy concerns [22, 23, 67], and disparities in student propensities to consent [46].

These issues are rooted in the underlying challenge facing ML design and development, which include undefined policy-level guidelines [79], insufficient teacher education and involvement in ML development [10, 73, 78], the underdevelopment of inclusive and high-quality data systems [24, 56], and the lack of ethical regulation and transparency in data collection, use, and dissemination [61]. Traditional ML development processes undervalue the critical role of trustworthy training data and dataset accountability and largely assume data as given [76].

Further, current engineering processes limit engagement with domain experts and end-users such as educators and students and miss important contextual features of real-world data [85]. When included, domain experts only converge in ML development after crucial data-related decisions have been made [86]. While researchers have created guidelines for downstream data evaluation and documentation (e.g., Datasheets for Datasets [25]), standard practices remain undefined in upstream data specification [30]. Resolving these issues requires addressing the tensions between ML innovations, engineering priorities, and teacher and student needs. Concretely, to create ethical and human-centered ML experiences for education scenarios, we need early collaboration between educators, students, and ML practitioners.

The recent methodological shift in ML practice to re-prioritize the design and quality of training data (i.e., data-centric AI) presents an opportunity to involve teachers and students early in the design of the ML data pipeline [88]. However, mere participation is not enough [82]. To truly involve teachers and students, we argue they must be provided with the necessary training and resources to understand and contribute to the design process. This includes ensuring that their input and feedback are considered, working with them to resolve knowledge gaps, contextualizing data needs within domain needs, and negotiating trade-offs around scope and generalizability. Further ML software practitioners should revise their work practices to prioritize domain knowledge and collaboration with domain experts.

In this work, we investigate whether and how teachers and students can work with ML practitioners to define data requirements (the backbone of machine learning models) from the ground up. While prior research has focused on co-designing ML applications with teachers (e.g., [32]), our work looks at the collaborative specification of dataset attributes, labels, and data collection pipeline (i.e., items in the Datasheets for Datasets [25]). We ask the following research questions:

- **RQ1**: What do diverse stakeholders bring to the table when co-designing data specifications?
- **RQ2**: How can we systematically support and amplify diverse stakeholder voices in the ML data specification process?

To investigate these research questions, we conducted a series of co-design sessions engaging experts and stakeholders across domains in collaborative data specification for ML applications in education. Forty participants took part in our study, representing ML engineers, teachers, students, UX designers, and legal experts roles. During these sessions, stakeholders defined dataset characteristics, discussed representativeness and validation criteria, developed labels, and planned ethical data collection strategies for several common application scenarios [55] (e.g., student dropout risk prediction, automated essay grading, student engagement image classification). We find that teachers and students play a crucial role in contextualizing upstream data-related decisions in downstream use and support the identification of potential biases and reliability threats during data collection and labeling. Further, we identify challenges and needs to deepen stakeholder collaboration to ensure productive participation.

In summary, our work contributes to the emerging practice of data-centric AI, collaborative processes in human-centered AI, and the growing literature on practitioner needs regarding ML
applications in education. Through our co-design sessions, we highlight the affordances and limitations of having a seat at the table and discuss directions for future research designing collaborative processes for engaging stakeholders in the education domain. We also discuss the implications of our findings, including developing shared standards, information scaffolds, and supportive tooling to support multi-stakeholder contribution to ML data specification and evaluation.

2 RELATED WORK
The potential for ML systems to create or exacerbate biases, unfairness, and downstream ethical harms has received academic attention across disciplines. The focus of this work investigates the engineering processes in the research and industry environments that build these ML systems. Prior work has highlighted an urgent need for the organizational adoption of tooling and internal processes that support the responsible development and maintenance of fairer systems [44, 80]. These calls to action emphasize two high-level practices: focusing on data work and involving context in the design and development of ML applications [45]. Here we first synthesize existing literature on data practices in ML and then situate our work in current approaches to data documentation and stakeholder collaboration.

2.1 ML Data Pipeline and Current Practices
Compared to software application development, machine learning applications require the complexities of discovering and managing data [2]. The machine learning lifecycle begins with data management, underpinned by a set of system-level requirements, which produces the training dataset used to drive the model learning, model verification, and model deployment stages of the ML workflow [4, 28]. Data management consists of multiple steps, including data acquisition, data annotation, data pre-processing, data augmentation, and data validation [1]. During data acquisition, collecting examples may take the form of searching and indexing existing datasets, distorting and deriving synthetic examples from existing datasets, or creating datasets through data generation techniques [95]. During data annotation, labeling examples may involve the utilization of existing labels, or manually or automatically generating new labels [95]. The data pipeline additionally encompasses the devices and processes involved in storing and moving data [53]. The creation of data used to develop ML systems often requires costly manual work but this work critically affects the trustworthiness of the resulting model [47].

Despite the complexity and significance of data management, current industry practices rely on model-centric development, in which engineering resources are dedicated primarily to iterating the model architecture or training procedure to improve the benchmark performance [47]. Prior work has found ‘discretionary’ practices in system design [59, 76], ambiguous roles and responsibilities within teams [75], and reliance on individual engineers to identify issues and address ethical concerns [69]. Furthermore, traditional engineering processes limit engagement with domain experts and end-users, separating the work of technical development and understanding end-user requirements [85], and prioritizing technical affordances over the problems of practitioners and real-world contexts [8, 38]. These ad hoc and technology-focused engineering practices have resulted in haphazard data management, in which decisions regarding the definitions of data are forgotten beneath a series of additional decisions, opportunities, improvisations, and assumptions [52]. Practitioner developing ML systems currently face challenges across multiple steps of the data pipeline, including finding, understanding, preparing, and validating data [65, 66]. Audits of dataset development work have found practices that value efficiency over care [60], resulting in an overwhelming majority of datasets that do not meet quality standards [54]. Data-centric practices are undervalued in conventional ML development, resulting in compounding downstream negative effects [72, 76].
2.2 Data-Centric AI and Data Documentation

To address the limitations of model-centric AI practices, recent work has started to focus on data-centric practices, producing supportive tooling for maintaining data repositories and facilitating data annotation and validation [47]. Research in data-centric AI has primarily addressed the downstream harms of low-quality data through the creation of numerous frameworks for facilitating data accountability and transparency through clear documentation practices [3, 7, 15, 18, 25, 68, 71, 93]. The dataset documentation literature introduces standardized processes for datasets to be accompanied by information identifying their motivation, context, composition, features, collection process, biases, recommended uses, and so on (e.g., DataSheets) [25]. Documentation frameworks help engineers understand ethical issues in training data [12] and provide important guidelines supporting accountability in data quality standards.

However, prioritizing data work also necessitates supporting the collection and curation of high-quality data sets in the first place [34] and addressing the upstream work of defining dataset requirements [76]. Ideal data-centric practices begin with specification and defining data requirements according to application needs, but ML systems commonly suffer from incomplete or misinterpreted requirements [1, 14, 20, 36]. Practices that support the specification of dataset requirements early in the data pipeline are understudied in the data-centric ML literature. In education settings, appropriate data specification design in the early stages of ML development is key to mitigating ethical harms in a high-stakes domain [6, 40]. Prior work evaluating AI fairness in education has encouraged research to interrogate the definition of ML problems and data collection procedures and evaluate the quality of training data [40]. Our research investigates the proactive process of data specification, anticipating the evaluative components of documentation frameworks.

2.3 Domain Context and Stakeholder Collaboration

Data is inextricably bound to place and community [89]. The context encoded in data and the context of data production is critical to understanding datasets and their downstream applications [92]. Placing data in their temporal, geographic, and social context, disciplinary norms, and worldly representativeness is a key component of making sense of data [41]. Prior work has called for incorporating more domain knowledge [91], developing domain-specific performance metrics [34, 81], and creating frameworks for documenting context-specific intended use cases [15].

A growing body of research has addressed the elevation of domain context through the study of collaboration and stakeholder participation. AI and HCI communities have increasingly called for more stakeholder participation in the design, development, and maintenance of ML systems [11, 16, 43, 45, 51, 90, 94, 98]. However, meaningful collaborative practice is complicated by the language boundaries of domains and the power dynamics at the intersection of communities of practice.

Firstly, collaboration in social applications of ML involves the complexities of cross-discipline communication. Development practices rooted in silos of expertise limit communication between disciplines. Subramonyam et al. [86] investigated co-creation processes between engineers and user-experience designers and found a separation of concerns between engineers and domain practitioners. Technical experts explore machine learning capabilities independently while making erroneous assumptions about human behavior and contextual needs. Passi and Jackson [58] similarly found a separation of concerns among data science and business analyst experts dividing system accountability tasks. Mao et al. [48] studied the collaborative practices between data scientists and bio-medical scientists and found that these distinct roles often struggle to establish common ground regarding research projects. Work in stakeholder collaboration has additionally emphasized the importance of translation between different forms of knowledge [97]. Hou et al. [35] studied collaborative roles between technical and non-technical workers in a civic data hackathon, noting
that the different stakeholders spoke different languages. Collaboration required organizers to understand both data science and context to serve as brokers and translate needs across disciplines. Domain stakeholder involvement requires transparent and interpretable technical explanations [21], but materials for educating stakeholders on ML are scarce [10]. Domain experts face barriers to participation in ML development and decision-making due to persistent knowledge gaps [85].

Secondly, the creative cooperation between stakeholders and technology designers requires the negotiation of values across communities of practice. The involvement of stakeholders in collaborative design efforts evolves from a tradition of participatory design, which highlights an agenda of democratizing innovation by shifting existing power structures and creating a hybrid space between the domains of technology designers and impacted users [77, 83]. Equitable and community-based participatory design emphasize methods that are sensitive to the needs and practices of communities [74]. They aim to foster creativity, learning, and cultural production [19] to design solutions that are considered successful by community metrics [29].

In the education domain, participatory design methods are rarely deployed in the development of AI tools. Though stakeholder involvement is critical for the creation of useful and socially responsible products [13], teachers are often marginalized in technology discussions and engaged only as accessories during the implementation of ML systems [73]. Michos et al. [50] collaborated with educational practitioners to understand practical challenges and iteratively evaluate solutions through workshops and implementation settings, following the structure of design-based research. Holstein et al. [33] involved teachers and students in “participatory speed dating” in order to solicit design feedback regarding AI applications in education. Other studies in education involve end-users through need-finding interviews and product design feedback [99, 100]. While such consultations are valuable, teachers and students are often engaged in a limited capacity as end-users. By participating only in later stages of ML development, long after crucial data-related decisions have been made, opportunities for envisioning equitable design solutions are limited.

In the ML pipeline, data specification is a unique high-leverage stage of involvement for stakeholder participation. End users and domain experts may play a critical role in making transparent what is valued in the data [37]. When engaged early, multi-stakeholder involvement may contribute significant insights to the design of collection and labeling procedures, validation and evaluation measures, modeling choices, and downstream use and maintenance of the dataset and application. By involving diverse stakeholders in education, our work further investigates the expanded role and contribution of teachers, students, engineers, designers and legal professionals in the co-design of data specifications. We position our work at the understudied intersection of stakeholder collaboration in the design of ML data specifications, situated in the unique and high-stakes context of education.

3  METHODOLOGY

To investigate collaborative interactions between stakeholders, we conducted structured co-design workshops with engineers, designers, legal professionals, domain experts, and data subjects (i.e., individuals whose data will be collected). In each workshop, we presented participants with a potential application of ML in the education domain and asked them to collaboratively generate the data specifications for the ML model. The workshop sessions were held virtually via Zoom, with one individual representing each stakeholder’s role (a total of 10 workshop sessions). Each workshop session lasted 120 minutes. Our institution’s IRB approved the study. Participation was voluntary, and all participants were compensated with $50 for their involvement.
3.1 Participants

We aimed to recruit one participant from each of the five roles for each session. Because our study is anchored in the education domain, we involved educators in the domain expert role and students in the data subject role. Aside from the student role, all other roles required participants to have at least one year of relevant professional experience. We recruited participants through direct email, mailing lists at university departments and technology companies, and social media posts shared by groups involved in the intersection of AI, ethics, and design. As shown in Table 1, all but one session had participants from four of the five roles. Participants with expertise in the legal and ethical AI domains were challenging to recruit as it is an emerging role in practice. However, in developing the study protocol, we consulted with a legal AI scholar to provide adequate guidance for the group in thinking about legal and ethical requirements and constraints. Further, in cases where two or more scheduled participants were absent, we rescheduled the session and compensated those who were present with an additional $20 for their time (a total of 3 sessions). For session 10, we decided to proceed with the session with three participants as legal professionals were challenging to recruit and schedule. In total, we conducted workshop sessions with 40 participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Design Scenario</th>
<th>Participants (Years of Experience)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Student Engagement Image Classification</td>
<td>E (25 yrs), T (18 yrs), S, D (2 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Student Engagement Image Classification</td>
<td>E (3 yrs), T (30 yrs), S, D (2 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Student Engagement Image Classification</td>
<td>E (15 yrs), T (2 yrs), S, L (7 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Resume-based Career Recommendation</td>
<td>E (5 yrs), T (9 yrs), S, D (1 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Student Drop-out Risk Prediction</td>
<td>E (3 yrs), T (3 yrs), S, D (5 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student Drop-out Risk Prediction</td>
<td>E (3 yrs), T (3 yrs), S, D (1 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Student Drop-out Risk Prediction</td>
<td>E (3 yrs), T (8 yrs), S, D (2 yrs), L (5 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Automated Essay Grading</td>
<td>E (2 yrs), T (5 yrs), S, D (1 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Automated Essay Grading</td>
<td>E (7 yrs), T (7 yrs), S, D (2 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Automated Essay Grading</td>
<td>E (1 yrs), T (3 yrs), L (2 yrs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Each workshop session is listed with participants by role (E = machine learning engineer, T = teacher, S = student, D = designer, L = legal/ethics professional) and the associated design scenario. Years of experience in their fields of expertise are indicated parenthetically for each professional stakeholder.

3.2 Workshop Protocol

Motivated by prior research studying collaborative AI design [87], we opted to anchor our workshops on concrete applications of AI in education. Further, we used current guidelines on human-centered data specifications and desiderata about data documentation as a starting point to develop our workshop protocol. Concretely, the first and second authors analyzed the topics and questions in Datasheets for Datasets [25] to identify those questions that could benefit from multi-stakeholder inputs and can be proactively specified before actual data collection. For instance, questions about attributes of each data instance, the meaning of representativeness for the dataset, and collection procedures can all be described upfront. In contrast, questions about sample size and data split between training and test sets are better defined in the later stages of the ML pipeline. As shown in Figure 1, the questions correspond to five main topics for our workshop protocol, including (1) Motivation, (2) Composition, (3) Collection, (4) Evaluation, and (5) Continued Use. Further, to support discussions around each set of questions, we developed guiding prompts and examples based on human-centered data guidelines [27].
Fig. 1. Overview of our study protocol, including a design brief and high-level objectives for each of the data co-design sections.

To establish goals and a common language, workshops began with the presentation of a machine learning design scenario in education and a high-level explanation of the role of data in the intended application. Next, we provided participants with a data specification document with questions detailing considerations in each stage of the data pipeline. While the group collectively brainstormed ideas verbally, a research coordinator facilitated the session and recorded points of consensus in the data specification document screen-shared on Zoom. Our goal was to encourage discussions regarding priorities, trade-offs, and ethical concerns across diverse stakeholders to define data requirements. After each workshop, we asked participants a series of reflection questions to understand challenges in the co-design process and for additional tools or support to improve collaboration. We recorded each workshop session and collected generated data specification artifacts. Below, we detail the main steps in our protocol.

3.2.1 Design Brief. We prepared four ML application design scenarios for anchoring the workshop data specification activity. The scenarios were inspired by recent popular applications of machine learning in education, and our selection favored scenarios using different forms of input data. We aimed to understand whether and how different data types supported and challenged collaboration. The scenarios included a student engagement classification system using image data, a student dropout early warning system using tabular academic record data, and an automatic essay grading system using text input data. Initially, we intended to use resume-based career recommendations as an application of text data in ML. However, based on feedback from session 4, we observed that K-12 educators were less familiar with the application use case. Hence, for the remaining sessions, we opted for AI-based essay grading, which is more familiar to K-12 teachers. In each scenario presentation, workshop participants were shown examples of inputs and outputs to the model, as well as a visual mock-up of the use case and application interface. We broadly described the training data expected through an illustration of the data pipeline with sample features and labels, while noting the many uncertainties in the data specifications left for participants to consider [63]. Workshop participants were then presented with a data specification document and the co-design task. We explained the data specification document as a guidebook for software teams to collect and evaluate the training data used to build the ML application specified in the design scenario. We
additionally emphasized to participants that they should work collaboratively, seek the perspectives and expertise of one another, and lean into their unique stakeholder roles to make design decisions. Our study materials are included as a supplement to the paper.

3.2.2 Motivation. In the first stage of the protocol, participants were asked to define the details of the use case and application context for the ML application described in the design brief. Questions in this stage asked stakeholders to identify the people who will directly interact with the system, be directly impacted by the system’s operation, or could have a stake in how the system is created, used, or managed. We provided guidance in defining direct and indirect stakeholders and prompted participants to specify the characteristics of the relevant users and environments. Finally, we invited participants to brainstorm and elaborate concrete scenarios to situate the design task and build common ground to support subsequent steps in the protocol.

3.2.3 Composition. In the composition stage of the protocol, participants were first asked to consider the attributes, characteristics, and example instances that the training dataset should contain. We prompted groups that the dataset could contain multiple types or mediums of examples (e.g., documents, photos, people, countries, etc.), and we suggested that groups engage in a generative process with an eye to features that would be predictive of the target ML scenario outcomes (e.g., “which factors do you think could contribute to whether a student might be at risk of dropping out?”). Next, participants were tasked with designing the categories and labels that are most appropriately associated with each example. We reminded groups that their chosen labeling schema would define the structure of outputs from the ML model, and we prompted participants to consider the specific context they had chosen in the previous stage. Importantly, participants were asked to define conditions under which the dataset is representative of the scenario users, including the representation and distribution of subgroups. By the conclusion of this stage, stakeholders converge on the specifications for the examples, features, labeling schema, and relative quantities of data representing important traits in the composition of the training dataset.

3.2.4 Collection. In the collection stage of the protocol, participants were asked to design procedures for collecting data based on specifications defined in the previous step. We prompted that approaches could involve the collection of new raw data from relevant communities or accessing and re-purposing existing data sources. We explained that data collection mechanisms could additionally include direct reports by subjects (e.g., survey responses) or inference and derivation from other data (e.g., part-of-speech tags). We additionally asked participants to consider the details of the data collection timeframe and people involved in the collection process, as well as how consent should be requested and provided by individuals represented in the dataset. Participants were then asked to design procedures for labeling the examples in the dataset, specifying the people involved (e.g., domain experts, crowd workers, students), compensation, and timeline. Finally, we invited participants to brainstorm precautions that should be taken to avoid biases introduced by the data collection process and revise the collection procedure to address these risks. At the conclusion of this stage, stakeholders converge on a set of specifications for data collection and labeling and develop an expectation for the shape of the data in preparation for the next step.

3.2.5 Evaluation of Data Quality and Data Cleaning. In the evaluation stage of the protocol, participants were asked to assess the quality of the data collected. To scaffold understanding of data evaluation, we asked participants to first consider how they might measure the quality of a model, noting the desirable and undesirable behaviors in the downstream system. Using the discussion of model quality as common ground, we invited participants to design metrics and validation processes to test for data quality. We prompted groups to consider the potential errors, biases, and ethical concerns in collected data, as well as the characteristics of high-quality data that would
inspire confidence in training a high-quality model. Next, we asked participants to design high-level data cleaning procedures, including the removal of low-quality or erroneous examples, the handling of sensitive or confidential data, methods for addressing the under-representation of various subgroups, and the processing of missing data.

3.2.6 Continued Use. In the final specification stage, participants were asked to address privacy, security, distribution, and copyright concerns for dataset use beyond the scope of the presented application. We invited participants to discuss whether the dataset should be distributed for use in future applications and to consider the mechanisms and procedures for data access. We prompted groups to consider the qualities of responsible data stewardship and to brainstorm continued implications of having specified and created the dataset.

3.2.7 Debriefing. At the conclusion of each workshop, participants were invited to reflect upon their co-design experience and discuss the opportunities and challenges of creating data specifications. We asked participants to share the highlights and lowlights of their collaborative co-design experience, recall moments in which they encountered or overcame knowledge gaps, and make suggestions for process improvements in engaging diverse stakeholders in the design of machine learning applications. We explained that the guiding questions used in the data specification design task are an active area of investigation, and we solicited feedback on the order, clarity, and completeness of the protocol.

3.3 Data Analysis
The first author transcribed all workshop sessions first using a Python script with speaker diarization and then, in a second pass, manually verified the transcribed text and speaker roles against the video recordings. Next, we conducted inductive qualitative coding in Atlas.ti [26] using a grounded theory approach [84] beginning with in-vivo analysis. Two authors independently open-coded the same two transcripts and collaboratively developed an initial code book, resolving disagreements by consensus. The resulting codebook consists of 53 codes. The coding scheme included references to procedural data needs (consent, labeling, cleaning, validation, etc.), contextual data needs (representation, bias mitigation, trade-offs, etc.), and collaborative processes (translation, sharing domain expertise, making assumptions, misconceptions, etc.). Using this codebook, we coded the remaining transcripts. The first author applied the code book to analyze the remaining transcripts [17]. Throughout the coding process, the authors wrote reflective memos describing insights and emerging themes and making connections across workshop sessions [9]. Once coding was complete, the research team engaged in multiple discussion sessions. In these sessions, we grouped codes and discussed memos through an iterative sense-making process to identify higher-level themes and synthesize findings across transcripts. Analyses and discussion of themes were informed by the authors’ experiences conducting the workshops, as well as by artifacts and notes produced in each session. Our analyses offer insights into the collaborative process for human-centered data specification across stakeholder domains of expertise.

3.4 Positionality
We acknowledge that our research perspectives and approaches are shaped by our own experiences and positionality. Specifically, we are researchers living and working in the U.S., with teaching experience and experiences working with school teachers and district personnel on technology integration, researching the fairness of AI in education, and working with AI practitioners on projects related to human-centered design. In addition, we come from a mix of disciplinary backgrounds, including Computer Science, Learning Sciences and Technology, Education, and HCI, which we
have drawn on to conduct prior research into sociotechnical approaches to human-centered AI design practices.

4 FINDINGS

In each workshop session, we provided a diverse group of stakeholders with a specific application of ML in the education domain. We asked them to co-design specifications for each stage of the ML data pipeline. Teams engaged in rich discussions to define dataset composition, collection and labeling procedures, and evaluation metrics. By engaging in generative design thinking, participants shared domain expertise and personal (experiential) perspectives to anticipate challenges and navigate ethical considerations for data subjects and end-users. Across all sessions, knowledge sharing and constant co-evaluation facilitated the conceptualization of a human-centered ML data pipeline from the ground up. We summarize our study findings in terms of (1) contextualizing upstream tasks with downstream use, (2) collaboration strategies across expertise boundaries, and (3) shifting roles, identities, and support needs.

4.1 Contextualizing Upstream ML Tasks within Downstream Use

Typical ML data pipelines are linear and comprised of distinct data and modeling tasks. Our protocol based on current data documentation templates also followed a linear organization. However, participants tended to approach specifications for each component by considering its interactions with other stages in the data lifecycle. While current stages in the ML data pipeline are meaningful to engineering tasks, cross-discipline negotiation of concerns transcended discrete steps in the ML data pipeline. As summarized in Table 2, domain experts across all sessions contextualized upstream ML data tasks by considering downstream application context and hypothesized the consequences of collection and modeling decisions in downstream usage. In engaging diverse stakeholders in designing data needs in each stage of the pipeline, we find that collaborative practices can disrupt the backward-looking engineering process of retroactively improving models when performance, utility, or ethical issues surface. Here we present observations about how stakeholders proactively anticipate challenges, consider trade-offs, recognize data unknowns, and address bias and reliability threats.

Table 2: Summary of stakeholders’ downstream considerations in the education domain associated with upstream data specification tasks and challenges faced by teachers and students in our design workshops.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Domain Contexts</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Unmet Support Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training data should account for differences across diverse educational environments (e.g., public and private institutions, geographic location, grade level, subject of study, and mode of instruction). Representation of subgroups is required along demographic dimensions (e.g., race, gender, socio-economic status) as well as individual learning needs (e.g., language proficiencies, neurodiversity, disabilities). Teachers and students are unsure about the feasibility and ethics of obtaining sensitive information (e.g., student perceptions on their relationships with their teachers). Both domain stakeholders express concern about the fairness and utility of the model given the numerous critical factors that data cannot capture about the student experience (e.g., administrative data does not indicate whether a student is experiencing homelessness or traumas outside of school). Non-technical stakeholders lack technical knowledge about data use across the ML pipeline, including the relationship between training data, application data, and data used for validation (e.g., specifying variables for training data that may be infeasible to collect continuously in application data, hesitating to collect demographic variables under the assumption that they must be model inputs).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page
Table 2: Summary of stakeholders’ downstream considerations in the education domain associated with upstream data specification tasks and challenges faced by teachers and students in our design workshops. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstream Data Task</th>
<th>Domain Contexts</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Unmet Support Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Developing labeling schema</strong></td>
<td><strong>Nuanced contextual interpretations</strong> of administrative variables (e.g., separating general absences from excused absences that involve medical leave, student self-perceptions of aptitude detectable from course selection), <strong>student out-of-school factors</strong> (e.g., family and community support, extracurriculars, social network), and <strong>self-reported perceptions</strong> (e.g., writing confidence, classroom trust and safety, boredom) are impactful predictors.</td>
<td>Teachers worry about <strong>misinterpretation of causation</strong> as users attempt to make sense of model inputs and outputs and take subsequent <strong>misinformed action</strong> (e.g., administration blaming student drop-out on teaching quality despite imperfect measures, students learning to insert complex vocabulary rather than improving writing holistically).</td>
<td>Non-technical stakeholders struggle to conceptualize how variables influence prediction. This knowledge gap is further complicated by technical handling of different types of data and modeling choices that influence <strong>explainability</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Labels and attributes should align to <strong>pedagogical goals</strong> (e.g., standards-aligned rubric for essay evaluation along multiple dimensions rather than holistic scoring) and signal actions toward <strong>improving teaching practices</strong> (e.g., identifying lesson activities with low-engagement rather than students who seem bored, identifying specific supports required by students rather than risk of drop-out).</td>
<td>Teachers raise concerns about the complexity of administrative and professional development efforts required to specify <strong>followup action</strong> and <strong>accountability</strong> in response to predictions. Teachers caution against labels that cast assumptions about students and limit <strong>student agency</strong> (e.g., administrative repercussions from classifying students as “drop-outs”, behavior management implications from predicting student emotions). Labels impact the design of the final application and how users are trained to interact with it.</td>
<td>Stakeholders lack <strong>common ground</strong>, leaving domain stakeholders to advocate for and explain pedagogical goals, instructional practices, organization of school systems, and sensitive issues in education.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Labels and attributes should account for multiple standards</strong> across the education system and inherent inconsistencies (e.g., teacher discretion in grading, varying academic standards, varying state requirements for graduation).</td>
<td>Teachers worry about <strong>academic biases</strong> in attributes associated with quality labels in strict evaluative environments (e.g., valuing Standard American English over language familiar to students in their communities).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collection</strong></td>
<td>School systems maintain <strong>administrative data and historical records</strong> consisting of basic academic and demographic variables. Teachers may also be able to assist with data collection or submit data directly.</td>
<td>Domain-stakeholders struggle with unknown <strong>data ownership</strong> and unknown data management (e.g., deferring to administration without knowing roles responsible for data management or available variables in administrative data, uncertainty about <strong>privacy laws</strong> or what teachers can legally share).</td>
<td>Stakeholders lack clarity about data collection, management, and privacy <strong>terms from third-party systems</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Educational systems include third-party partnerships</strong> and interactions with technology, testing, and consulting companies that privately manage data (e.g., College Board, learning management systems, national board for professional teaching).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued on next page
Table 2: Summary of stakeholders’ downstream considerations in the education domain associated with upstream data specification tasks and challenges faced by teachers and students in our design workshops. (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstream Data Task</th>
<th>Domain Contexts</th>
<th>Concerns</th>
<th>Unmet Support Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Defining collection procedures</td>
<td>Procedures must account for legal regulations that govern data collection in protected school-aged populations (e.g., COPPA). Collection may require multiple forms of data use agreements (e.g., informed consent from parents and legal guardians, informed consent from data subjects, data contracts with administrative data owners and organizations).</td>
<td>Opt-in consent policies may result in sampling biases (e.g., overhead of parental consent may deter schools or individual students from participating, volunteered essays may skew toward positive examples).</td>
<td>Teachers and students lack a frame of reference for what they can expect to in terms of rights and disclosures detailed in consent forms. Without knowing the highest standards for data privacy and security practices, they cannot evaluate the language of data agreements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining labeling procedures</td>
<td>Consent forms should build trust with transparency of purpose and assurances for data management, storage, sharing, and deletion. Procedures should account for contextual factors that may impact data quality such as temporal variation (e.g., differing standards and experiences at the start and end of a school year, differing activities at the start and end of a class period), uncooperative data subjects (e.g., unreliable or falsified student-submitted data), and invasive collection methods (e.g., inauthentic writing tasks, students being aware of being filmed).</td>
<td>Stakeholders worry about the data privacy implications of maintaining student identifiers and sensitive information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defining labeling procedures</td>
<td>Labeling should emphasize student agency and fairness through incorporating student perspectives (e.g., allowing students to self-identify engagement). Labelers should have domain expertise (e.g., experienced teachers, mental health professionals with knowledge of the age group). The diversity and representativeness of labelers should match that of the data subjects.</td>
<td>Teachers and students express concern about the subjective evaluations and biases that are unavoidable in the education domain (e.g., teacher biases in perceiving student behavior, inconsistent grading standards between teachers).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Data may be subject to missingness or collection limitations, including biased samples of included schools (e.g., participation from only urban charter schools) and data fields that cannot be collected (e.g., student health details).</td>
<td>Teachers worry about the transparency of flaws in the dataset and implications for interpreting model outputs. They note the lack of protocols for documentation and training to name the biases in the data.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 Domain Context Shapes Dataset Specifications. In the composition stage of the protocol, participants initially approached dataset characteristics with broadly defined education contexts. However, in all sessions, teachers and students played a critical role in refining initial specifications.
in ways that captured the nuances of realistic downstream needs. The first section of Table 2 summarizes how teachers’ and students’ downstream domain considerations influences their contributions to identifying relevant variables and developing labeling schema. For example, student perspectives provide insights that help to contextualize and re-interpret academic and administrative data. Though models in education commonly predict student outcomes based on an evaluation of academic achievement, student S6 explained that a feeling of academic success and well-being depends on a meaningful combination of variables:

S6 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “I think it’s not just what their grades are. If somebody is failing out of like AP classes versus like acing like non-AP classes, I feel like, you know, the combination of those things says different stories.” (1)

Teachers similarly identified domain-relevant data features. While normative data practices associate diversity and demographics with a limited set of attributes, teachers highlighted the richness of what diversity means in education. For example, teachers noted the effect environmental context such as educational institution type, teacher experience level, urbanicity, teaching quality and subject matter, and community socioeconomic status may have on predicted outcomes. For instance, when specifying student attentional data, teacher T2 explained:

T2 (Student Engagement Image Classification): “Diversity can mean so many different things beyond just physical attributes. It’s like diversity of environment, what they’re working on, because focusing on math might look different than focusing on reading or art... or if they’re working with other people... because those are things that could play into a student’s engagement level.” (2)

Further, when defining subgroup representation, teachers advocated for student-specific context variables known to significantly differentiate learning experiences and outcomes including student age, language learner status, and first-generation or immigrant status. One contextual variable commonly raised by teachers involves the presence of learning differences or disabilities that would require an individualized education program (IEP). Teacher T1 described:

T1 (Student Engagement Image Classification): “The other thing is maybe having data knowing whether a student has an IEP... if a student is diagnosed with ADHD they are not going to be as focused as the student without. There are also emotional learning disabilities... students who are having particular traumas at home, and these are actually pretty relevant in terms of motivation and engagement.” (3)

Across sessions, the range of encoded information contextualizing diversity stands in contrast to common engineering interpretations of representation standards. By sharing rich anecdotal insights and examples, teachers introduced contextual factors that prompted the group to rethink the scope and generalizability of dataset composition. Consequently, participants considered tradeoffs between the size of the dataset (i.e., large-scale collection of contextual variables representing diverse learners and environments) and the scope of the application scenario. Participants expressed concerns about both the amount of data required to ensure equitable distribution of subgroups represented in the dataset and the prediction accuracy for underrepresented subgroups. Subsequently, participants considered whether the model should be designed to apply only to a specific age group, learner status, or type of school. In these discussions, engineers contextualized downstream modeling options and machine learning processes to support data composition and target application decisions. For example, engineer E6 explained the practice of comparing multiple models, in response to a disagreement between non-technical stakeholders regarding semantic differences in public and private school data:
E6 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “In machine learning, it’s pretty common to have multiple models and it’s called ensembling where you just put them all together. You then choose the best results…but then you have different understandings of the same data, and that can be pretty useful, especially if we want to compare…” (4)

In most sessions, engineers shared expertise highlighting the affordances of machine learning, downstream opportunities to test multiple design choices, and trade-offs in the accuracy and interpretability of technical methods. These technical contributions situate the design of dataset composition in downstream processing and modeling applications, adding methodological context to the real-world factors shared by domain practitioners.

4.1.2 Context Enables Identifying Bias and Reliability Threats in Data Collection. Based on contextual knowledge introduced by teachers, all teams identified threats to data quality in the design of data collection and labeling specifications. The second section of Table 2 summarizes how participants’ domain contexts informed their concerns and considerations when identifying data sources, defining collection procedures, and defining labeling procedures. For example, when designing data collection procedures, stakeholders leaned on student perspectives as data subjects to anticipate concerns with false, malformed, and missing data. Students shared their personal experiences with survey fatigue, inadequate incentive structures, and creating fake signals. In helping the group to maximize response rates for collecting student resumes, student S4 explained their reactions to various collection strategies:

S4 (Resume-based Career Recommendation): “As a student I’m probably not going to bother sending off my resume for no compensation, but compensate me and I might try and game it. However, if you do ask me for the resume with compensation and a survey, I feel like answering the survey questions is maybe going to invest me more than if I was just firing off PDFs.” (5)

Student S2 cautioned that observable signals from students may not align with their needs or experiences. They explained: “Students always have a way of masking. Even like on Zoom it could look like I’m looking at the screen but I’d be on my phone.” In several sessions, stakeholders grappled with the possible impacts of uncooperative data subjects and adjusted collection procedures to prevent unwanted outcomes. Their hypothesized solutions include information campaigns to improve data subject buy-in, designing non-invasive collection methods to avoid disrupting authentic student behaviors, and enforcing the completion of data fields in the survey instrument to avoid downstream handling of missing data.

Further, data quality threats motivated stakeholders to design data cleaning procedures that detect and remove malformed or false data and standardize data fields. Regarding variability in the interpretation of grade labels in collected district writing samples, engineer E10 (Automated Essay Grading) explained: “Some of the schools are strict on grading, and some of them are not, so maybe we also need to align those…maybe we need to do the data engineering to make all of these standardized.” In another session, a student experience with variable grading encouraged the group to consider labeling schema derived from state standards. Student S8 explained: “To me, teachers are not always consistent with grading. They all have different perspectives on what A and B are.” Data representativeness and appropriate distributions of diverse subgroups emerged as a recurrent theme regarding data quality in the evaluation stage. Participants designed processes to pursue this standard by returning to the design of collection procedures and augmenting data from underrepresented groups via additional collection processes, extrapolation, or borrowing data from other contexts.
Third, teams brainstormed ways to account for errors in data collection during specification of **data labeling procedures**. Participants committed to hiring multiple labelers and calculating agreement scores, auditing labels in second-hand datasets, and specifying requirements for the qualifications and diversity of labelers as a precaution for obtaining reliable labels. While labeling procedures are discussed in the collection stage of the workshop protocol, participants often discussed data quality standards and data evaluation concepts to anchor their design decisions. Considering the authenticity of labelers, and drawing upon their previous experience as a special-education teacher, designer D2 suggested engaging data subjects in self-identifying labels:

\[ D2 \text{ (Student Engagement Image Classification): } \text{"I think it would be really important actually to have students self identify. The people who are interpreting that facial expression are going to have a different interpretation than the person that made it. But like having the comparison between the students’ self reflection and the teachers’ perception and measuring that gap in between."} (6) \]

For sessions in which groups decided to re-purpose an existing dataset rather than collecting raw data, participants expressed skepticism over potentially biased labels and concern for the downstream effects of mislabeled examples.

### 4.1.3 Validating Specifications by Mapping to Context

Building on the newly acquired contextual knowledge, all teams referenced context as a way of assessing evolving specifications and collection procedures. The third section of Table 2 summarizes how domain context shaped participants’ considerations when identifying data cleaning and validation requirements. Few groups noted the importance of transparency of data processes to mitigate applied bias in downstream use cases. As an example, in the automatic essay grading scenario, one of the groups considered reusing second-hand data from a standardized testing service, while observing that work samples from students financially able to access the service were over-represented. Specifying the communication of the biases that cannot be mitigated, teacher T8 described:

\[ T8 \text{ (Automated Essay Grading): } \text{"I think also just naming the biases that you cannot reduce, or that you cannot address, so if you’re using a certain set of criteria that’s constructed by the AP, the emphasis on language conventions is... biased towards standardized academic English. Okay, if we can’t eliminate this bias, we can at least name it in our process."} (7) \]

Further, rather than leaning on technical language and conventional engineering metrics for model performance in the evaluation stage of the protocol, domain experts encouraged groups to prioritize the evaluation of the application as a whole. Across all sessions, groups acknowledged the tradition of standardized quantitative metrics and their inability to capture the real-world effects of a machine learning application. Adding to the conversation about testing procedures validating the accuracy of the model, teacher T9 (Automated Essay Grading) advocated for the most relevant domain-specific performance metric in education: “The quality should be measured by the learning outcomes of the students... like how they’re responding to the feedback that they get from the tool. I know that’s really hard.” The challenge of designing evaluation specifications prompted stakeholders to revisit decisions in earlier stages of the data pipeline. This often involved returning to design decisions in the data composition stage and selecting different labels that would better support end-user goals. Despite recognizing the incompleteness of existing metrics, participants faced difficulties creating new ones that better serve contextual needs.

To summarize the section, by moving freely along the data pipeline, participants situated data needs and machine learning processes in domain-aware contexts. They anticipated end-user experiences and proactively mitigated threats to data quality. The separation of concerns between data, modeling, and application work represents an engineering-centric framework. We find that
multi-stakeholder groups engage in decision-making holistically, contextualizing data specification with use case elicitation and trade-offs in every stage of application development.

4.2 Collaboration Strategies Across Expertise Boundaries

While role-based knowledge boundaries have traditionally limited opportunities for collaboration between machine learning engineers and domain experts, we observed multi-stakeholder groups engaged in boundary-spanning collaborative practices. Participants employed expertise-specific strategies to overcome knowledge gaps and build cross-discipline understanding. Through practices of translation and advocacy, groups amplified diverse perspectives, built common ground, and navigated ambiguity.

4.2.1 Translation. Non-technical stakeholders often perceive barriers to participation in technical decision-making due to knowledge gaps in machine learning capabilities and processes. Acknowledging the lack of familiarity with ML in the education domain, teacher T9 explained:

T9 (Automated Essay Grading): “If you were to go into a classroom, I think the majority of high school teachers in the United States... if you say machine learning and natural language processing and algorithms, they have no idea what you’re talking about. That’s not because they’re stupid, it’s just because it’s a very niche topic that you don’t really hear much about when you’re in the classroom. There needs to be some sort of middle ground... some kind of translation to lay folks that don’t live in this world of zero and ones.” (8)

While jointly negotiating data needs, engineers across all sessions facilitated collaboration through translation. Concretely, technical experts went beyond merely re-framing practitioner priorities into machine learning terms in data specifications. Engineers in the most successful co-design sessions actively shared technical knowledge to establish common ground and scaffold practical understanding for domain expert participation. One mode of translating contextual data needs into technical specifications involves evaluating the feasibility of teacher requests. In the data composition stage, when teacher T5 advocated for augmenting standardized exam scores with local classroom performance metrics, engineer E5 considered the feature in terms of its technical representation:

T5 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “Would it be much harder to add in that layer? It’s just whether they have passed a class with a certain letter, in this case it’s a C or higher.”

E5 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “I wouldn’t say it’s a hard feature to add, it sounds like a binary feature. It’s a yes or no, right? You add a column, and the value is yes or no. Yeah, I think that’s feasible.” (9)

Engineers across all sessions applied their technical knowledge to support feature requests from teachers whenever feasible. Translation occurred in the encoding of teacher-raised relevant data fields, as well as the planning of technical processes in the data collection and evaluation stages to accommodate use case concerns. Engineers engaged in translation by clarifying machine learning processes to support broader practitioner concerns and values. For example, given the publicity surrounding privacy violations and biases along demographic dimensions in machine learning, nontechnical stakeholders displayed a sensitivity to collecting race, age, and gender variables. Addressing confusion and unease about the collection and use of demographic data, engineer E2 explained:

E2 (Student Engagement Image Classification): “You can decide to use [demographic variables] to understand your data, and then you already know the data is potentially
biased. So when you build your model, you keep that in mind, and you refine your model to cope with that bias.” (10)

By translating domain priorities into evaluative specifications, the engineer reached across knowledge boundaries and deepened a collective understanding of the use of demographic data in machine learning processes. As a practice, translating allowed engineers to use their technical expertise to amplify the voices of practitioners, enabling non-technical stakeholders to contribute to the construction of human-centered data needs. Using the shared scenario context, engineers explained trade-offs in data and modeling choices, building the technical foundation to support domain expert participation. While considering the representation of diverse school settings in the data composition stage, engineer E6 described their considerations in specifying the scope of a model:

E6 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “If you train this model for just this one school, then you would be looking at all of the previous data that you have from that school… with the downside being that you might not have enough data for the model to learn from, or it might draw the wrong conclusions. One of the benefits of training a model on all the schools in the district is that you have a lot more data points. But the downside of that is like maybe you’re at a really poor school, and all the other schools in your district are really rich, so the drop-out patterns might be different.”

T6 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “They both seem to have downsides, but maybe per-district is better, because if it’s generalized for everyone, then the inaccuracy is higher, but there’s a lot more data, so it’s better to be more accurate.” (11)

By leaning on the design scenario, the engineer contextualized the effects of technical decisions in domain-relevant terms, enabling the teacher to engage in the evaluation of the trade-off. While technical terms such as “accuracy” and “generalization” had been used previously in the workshop, they had not been taken up by the teacher. By translating the contextual costs and benefits of modeling choices, the engineer empowered the teacher to then take up technical language and contribute to decision-making.

In many sessions, the technical stakeholders took additional care to educate non-technical stakeholders regarding technical details through extended dialogue, actively scaffolding their uptake of technical language in the design process. In a few sessions, engineers employed metaphors and likened ML to familiar analog processes, tailoring technical knowledge in their explanations to serve as a broker between domains. Translation was practiced predominantly by technical experts. Due to the social nature of the education domain, technical experts may more easily make assumptions about educational contexts without requiring translation from domain experts, while the infusion of technology in education is a recent and disruptive change foreign to many domain practitioners.

4.2.2 Advocacy. The high-stakes nature of the educational field necessitates developing machine learning applications prioritizing practitioner experiences. In the collaborative context, domain experts engaged in advocacy, leaning into extended discourse and emotion-driven language, urging out-of-domain stakeholders to confront the complexities of education systems and hidden implications of data decisions. As student S4 described, “you have to try and be an advocate, and if you’re going to deploy a system like this you’re going to have to come up against people who do advocate for other interests.” Indeed, teachers and students across sessions characterized their collaborative participation as advocacy. They advocated for fairness and utility priorities motivated by their domain contexts and lived experiences while negotiating cross-cutting requirements.

By surfacing critical downstream implications of data labels, feature encoding, and modeling choices, teachers and students voiced values and sensitivities central to the education space. Student
S5 advocated for data subjects by explaining that privacy violations and data misuse put students at risk of negatively impacting future educational opportunities.

**S5 (Student Drop-Out Risk Prediction):** “I would be concerned about teachers or administrators or a committee... overseeing the results... the degree of embarrassment if I did show up as someone likely to drop out... that would imply that you know you’re not performing well and something’s wrong.” (12)

Teacher T6 similarly expressed concern about downstream harms for students due to the severity of language characterizing labels (e.g., “dropped out” and “did not drop out”) in the student drop-out prediction scenario. They warned: “Then these students will be labeled like dropouts, and then it gives administrators a reason to push students like this out of school.” Teacher T6 instead advocated for student-centric labels and reframed the application scenario to predict whether a student was “on track to graduate.” The complex structure of educational systems produces role-based differences in interests, priorities, and interpretations of model results. While school and district administrators value drop-out metrics, teachers prefer a reversed framing featuring student progress towards positive goals, aware of the real-world implications for how students flagged by the system may be treated. By explaining their experience-motivated understanding of mentalities and practices in the downstream application context, teachers in several sessions advocated for data specifications that avoid the perpetuation of system inequalities.

In many cases, groups ultimately adopted the teacher-recommended labels, indicating an openness to identify with practitioner values of supporting student autonomy and avoiding punitive administrative repercussions. However, teachers occasionally received extensive push-back from technical stakeholders. Such back-and-forth patterns between teachers and machine learning engineers are illustrated in Figure 2. In these cases, teachers persisted in their advocacy until groups understood the intent and gravitas behind their concerns. In one session working with the engagement classification scenario, the teacher and engineer engaged in an extended heated exchange regarding the ethics of classifying students with emotion-based labels. Teacher T3 explained the racialized underpinnings of assuming the emotional states of students in classroom practice:

**T3 (Student Engagement Image Classification):** “I would personally feel like that’s something I can decide based on myself and my rapport with the students. If a student was frustrated or confused, to use those labels, I would be concerned about stereotyping. It’s a really big problem in education, how black students versus white students, how their behaviors read to a lot of white teachers as different, even though it can just be their specific cultural background.” (13)

While advocating against using labels that make assumptions about the emotional states of students, teacher T3 alludes to two other sensitive themes in the education domain: the historical context of racially biased perceptions of student behavior, as well as ML’s infringement on the teacher’s role of human judgment in the classroom. The exchange emphasized the weight of these critical tensions in education and the prominence of racial and cultural considerations in the domain. A similarly heated discussion in another session involved the collection of teaching quality evaluation data for predicting student drop-out risk. Teacher T5 argued that the use of teacher evaluation data by administrators would impact teacher unions and staffing policies, further complicating an existing district struggle with protections for teachers. By contextualizing the social and political constructs connected to technically objective variables, teacher advocacy enabled groups to collectively situate data decisions in a complex ecosystem and approach designs with respect and sensitivity toward the worldviews encapsulated.
Across many sessions, advocacy operated through the sharing of personal lived experiences. While designing dataset composition in the automated essay grading scenario, teacher T9 argued against relying on quantified rule-based grammatical features to evaluate student writing:

T9 (Automated Essay Grading): “When I taught English on the west side of Chicago, ninety-nine percent of my students were African American. I understood what they were saying, but it was not written sort of like traditional academic American English. You don’t want to penalize the student for the culture that they live in, and the language that they speak.” (14)

Teacher T9 reflected on their personal struggle to both respect individual student backgrounds and prepare students for future strict evaluative environments, and admitted that they still feel uncertain about the balance. The problem-solving nature of the co-design sessions invited sensitive practitioner stories involving difficulties faced in the classroom. Despite the relative vulnerability required of teachers and students compared to other roles, they met the task and eagerly advocated for the complex realities in the domain.

4.2.3 Ambiguity. During time-limited co-design sessions, participants navigated the balance between big-picture discussions and specifying design details. Engaging in high-level discussions required stakeholders to develop a sense of comfort with ambiguity, accepting data unknowns and unfinished design decisions. Though participants expressed uneasiness about ambiguity in the design task, engineer E5 noted how the process stands in contrast to designing with a false sense of certainty:

E5 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “When we’re talking about designing a system everybody wants to pretend they know more than they think. When we talk about making a decision everybody feels like they already know the answer, like they should know the answer. In this kind of setup... I feel that it’s okay for me to not know the answer... and I rely on other roles.” (15)

The presence of diverse stakeholders facilitates a collective acceptance of ambiguity while choosing proactive big-picture data planning. Engineers in other sessions echoed their ultimate appreciation of the open-ended nature of design decisions, given the relative infrequency of higher-level conversations in typical machine learning practice.

4.3 Shifting Roles, Identities, and Support Needs

Our study surfaces role-based collaborative dynamics and persistent knowledge gaps and boundaries that complicate contribution in multi-stakeholder settings. Although participants engaged productively in the co-design process, we observed groups making assumptions, building on misconceptions, and getting stumped by shared unknowns. Stakeholders struggled with role-based identities and contributions. We identify challenges and support needs for engaging diverse stakeholders in collaborative data specification and summarize these in the final column of Table 2.

4.3.1 Rigid responsibility boundaries. While co-design sessions encouraged many boundary-spanning practices between engineers and domain experts, some role-based boundaries persisted and hindered collaboration. Several engineers maintained a bounded view of responsibilities and liability in data decisions. Especially for evaluations of ethical decisions, fairness for demographic subgroups, and consent practices, engineers were quick to delegate to specialized entities. Regarding the representation of subgroups in the composition stage of the protocol, engineer E1 explained:

E1 (Student Engagement Image Classification): “This is usually something that you shouldn’t be asking just anybody. I’d leave this question up to the ethics review panel professionals.” (16)
In an industry made efficient through role-based specialization, engineering responsibilities may be narrowly defined. Ethical standards are often handled by designated professionals in teams separate from engineering processes. Beyond preferring a separation of concerns, engineers indicated being accustomed to a standard industry practice removed from dataset design choices. In the automated essay grading scenario, engineer E10 explained their unease in the data collection stage of the protocol, while deciding between several ideas for labeling schemes:

E10 (Automated Essay Grading): “We don’t usually have that many options. You don’t have a choice, we really work with what we have. I don’t design how people give their data.” (17)

While engineers engaged in knowledge-sharing and translating practices, some did so to varying degrees of effectiveness. Despite an engineering effort to break down technical barriers, some teachers continued to feel intimidated by technology blindness. Others further struggled to contribute when additionally perceiving a misalignment between the student age group they had
experience teaching and the target student age group for the machine learning application. Teacher T4 explained:

T4 (Resume-base Career Recommendation): “I didn’t think I had as much to add from an education perspective because my background is with a lot younger students.” (18)

Despite differences in the age group or subject matter in which teachers are more experienced, teachers nonetheless contribute domain expertise. By underselling their understanding of the context from working in the education system as an educator more generally, some teachers viewed their own stakeholder role as a direct end-user rather than co-designer. In several sessions, teachers fell more silent to self-imposed boundaries and misconceptions of qualifications for participation.

4.3.2 Persistent knowledge gaps. Groups face knowledge gaps regarding the identification of data owners. Despite the collection of educational data from academic records, classroom observations, and student work, teachers were unsure of data ownership regulations. Referring to collecting student essay data, teacher T8 explained:

T8 (Automated Essay Grading): “They probably live in the teachers’ district or school Google Drive, or whatever they’re using... and so I’m not really sure who owns the rights to those.” (19)

Data ownership is further complicated by the storage of data through ed-tech systems with opaque data privacy terms negotiated with school administration. Even for data assumed to be maintained directly by school administration, teachers could not identify ownership and access processes. With regard to obtaining student academic records, multiple teachers expressed the need for school administrators to be present. Circumstances in education systems introduce variance in roles and responsibilities across districts, complicating the task of bringing stakeholder voices to the table. For domain experts, this knowledge gap may point to an unknown stakeholder and data owner in school administration who should be engaged in designing data specifications. Engineers similarly make assumptions about data availability. Regarding a variety of student academic and financial records, engineer E6 assumed:

E6 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction): “A lot of this data can be directly collected through the College Application, right? Sounds like a safe bet to say the university has all of them, I mean they keep a record of everything. It’s probably already marked in their system.” (20)

For engineers, these assumptions may be reflective of their training, in which datasets are given rather than constructed. Despite unknowns regarding data use agreements, shape and composition of data, and the right data owner to contact, engineers maintained confidence that data exists.

Despite involving stakeholders advocating for the legality of data privacy issues, knowledge gaps persist in data security and access. Engineer E1 used an assumption of security to justify haphazard consent practices:

E1: “For educational applications where there’s going to be very little chance of any kind of deleterious impact or data leak, ... you can ask the children to check a box saying my parents approve.” (21)

Both technical and non-technical participants expressed relaxed attitudes toward data security, citing a lack of incentive for malicious data breaches. Teacher T2 explained, “I don’t see why anybody would even want to hack into something that the schools were using.”

4.3.3 Shifting stakeholder identities. While the teacher, engineer, and legal professional held clear participatory roles with established expectations for contribution, the collaborative identities of the student and UX professional roles were less defined. The distinct participation patterns across
participants is illustrated in Figure 2, indicating the consistent interactions between teachers and engineers in contrast to the variance in the contributions of students and UX professionals. Student S4 explained, “consistently occupying the student perspective…is difficult because the students are not going to be involved in every stage.” In several sessions, students expressed discomfort being the youngest in a group of professionals and lacking a defined structure of contribution. As a result, they often removed themselves from their primary role of end-user and contributed to the collective task in a general co-designer capacity. Students eagerly participated in technical co-design, offering data collection and modeling ideas unrelated to the student perspective. For example, while the group discussed potential features to include in the dataset composition stage of the protocol for the student drop-out prediction scenario, student S5 explained their ideas for unconventional survey methods:

*S5 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction):* “it might be interesting to have students survey each other almost, and…this feels kind of creepy, but assigning one person in each of your classes and then say ‘does this person seem okay or do they seem like they’re gonna fail out of school’, I think that that could be interesting.”

*E5 (Student Drop-out Risk Prediction):* “I could see the potential bullying material for that.”

In an effort to contribute to the design task, the student had lost empathy with data subjects, requiring the engineer to point out the potential downstream harms. Several students in the student drop-out prediction scenario additionally advocated for collecting mental health and other sensitive information from students. Across all sessions, students often referred to data subjects as “they” and separate from themselves.

We find that, across all sessions, stakeholders lean on prior roles and experiences, often demonstrating multiple competencies, and shifting between these identities throughout the collaborative co-design process. Several legal professionals additionally had technical experience such that they could contribute ML best practices and participate in translation practices. Several designers and engineers had prior experience in various positions in the education sector such that they could contribute ideas motivated by domain expertise to contextualize data. Every stakeholder either remembers the experience of having been a student or is closely connected with a student through their social relationships, such that they could speak on behalf of student interests. Meanwhile, students struggled to always contribute through the role of a data subject and end-user. They instead often opted to participate through the role of a co-designer of data specifications.

UX professionals similarly lacked definition in their participatory roles. In the debriefing of the workshop, engineer E7 reflected, “this problem didn’t have too much to do with the UX perspective, so the collaborators have unequal representation in the discussion.” By organizing co-design workshops that engage diverse stakeholders, the setting of the research study performed some of the traditional roles of designers, confusing the group’s understanding of their expected contribution. Across sessions, several designers additionally maintained a role-based separation of concerns, limiting their contribution to technical topics. Removed from technical contribution and lacking the personal domain experiences of teachers and students, designers often faded into the background.

5 DISCUSSION

Our findings demonstrate the vital role that multi-stakeholder collaborations play in the design of dataset specifications. Through conducting workshops anchored in the co-design of ML datasets in the high-stakes field of education, we highlight practitioner efforts to contextualize domain and procedural knowledge, establish common ground, and mitigate downstream harms. Participants engaged in a generative process of negotiating data requirements and quality in each stage of the data
pipeline, placing due emphasis on the proactive design of human-centered systems. We emphasize the value of engaging domain experts and discuss the challenges facing the scalable implementation of the collaborative processes explored in this study. We characterize our contributions in terms of implications for the work of data specification and support needs for future integration of multi-stakeholder collaborative processes in responsible data use in education.

5.1 Is a Seat at the Table Enough?

Critical scholarship has explored the tension between developing machine learning systems for scalable production and involving end users in the design of these systems [82]. By establishing a structured co-design environment in which diverse stakeholders were given a seat at the table, many of our participants engaged in organic negotiations to overcome knowledge boundaries to establish common ground through collaborative strategies. We found that participants both made significant contributions to the specification of data requirements and faced challenges in the co-design process. In this section, we discuss the affordances and limitations of stakeholder involvement in our workshop sessions through two participation frameworks and the application context of the education domain.

Delgado et al. describe an analytical framework for the dimensions of participation, designed for practitioners to assess the extent to which a process for participation meaningfully empowers diverse stakeholders in the design of ML applications [16]. Consultation, involvement, collaboration, and empowerment are scaled degrees of participation, assessed at five decision points addressing the motivation, stakes, attendance, form, and power distribution in participation processes. Sloane et al. caution against “participation washing,” in which the narrative of participation obscures power dynamics and the extractive nature of collaboration [82]. By critically framing participatory design practices as work, consultation, and justice forms, practitioners may assess the authenticity of collaborative processes. Here we reflect on the nature of participation in our co-design sessions.

5.1.1 Affordances of co-design. Our findings effectively demonstrate the crucial role of collaboration in data specifications, contributing to prior literature by identifying and confirming a critical site of participation in the development of ML applications. Across multiple decision points in Delgado et al.’s framework [16], the participatory structure of our workshops improves upon current practices, which limit teachers to lower degrees of participation, such as engaging in design feedback to improve the user experience of AI systems [33, 73]. In contrast, the co-design of data specification is a participatory structure with stakes that empower stakeholders to contribute to the scope and purpose of ML applications. Data is the backbone of ML models and specifying data requirements is a systematic way to influence system behavior and hold AI accountable to stakeholders. By engaging stakeholders in this high-leverage high-impact stage of the ML pipeline, the design of data attributes and evaluation of data quality can systematically amplify the impact of stakeholder voices.

Teachers shared domain expertise impacting critical features in dataset design and model performance. Out-of-domain experts commonly expressed surprise while recognizing their own knowledge gaps and disrupted assumptions regarding contextual variables relevant to the education domain. When reflecting on their collaborative experiences, engineers across all sessions discussed the narrow technical focus of traditional ML development processes, admitting frequent misplaced efforts and overlooked practitioner priorities. In most sessions, engineers expressed appreciation for the value of collaboration in the early stages of projects and eagerness to incorporate the process into practice. Teachers similarly expressed enthusiasm about contributing to data work. Stakeholders agreed unanimously across sessions that early stakeholder participation in designing data specifications uncovers domain-relevant priorities and potential downstream harms.
Groups additionally realized the value of "big picture" conversations to anticipate future harms by incorporating a contextual understanding of how data choices affect end-users and their environments. Rather than converging on design decisions, groups engaged in a process of ideation and filtration that often resulted in the recognition of multiple possibilities for further exploration. In line with collaborative approaches emphasizing the importance of friction and disagreement [39], diverging perspectives encouraged participants to develop an appreciation for ambiguity. The construction of a jointly negotiated framing, in a participatory process in which diverse stakeholder expertise is valued equally, promotes a plurality of designs in the resulting specifications. In the process, participants admit unknowns and rely on the collective knowledge of those at the table.

5.1.2 Unequal burdens. To engage in effective co-design, participants traversed expertise boundaries by practicing collaborative strategies unique to their roles. We observed domain experts striving to establish common ground by sharing vulnerable personal experiences and advocating for practitioner needs in a complicated historical and socio-cultural context. Out-of-domain stakeholders frequently and confidently made assumptions about the education system. Teachers and students are left with the emotional burden of advocating for their classroom experiences and navigating technology-centric pushback. In contrast, a heavy communicative burden is placed on the role of technical experts as boundary spanners. This finding extends the existing understanding of ML team collaboration where technical members lack domain contexts, in which parties assume a diverse but equal contribution [51, 57, 64]. Because domain practitioners in education feel significant barriers to contributing to the design of highly technical applications, engineers must support the central role of translation in collaborative practice. In the most positive collaborative sessions, engineers exhibited a willingness to teach foundational concepts and processes, patiently explaining technical tradeoffs. By translating domain-specific requirements to data and modeling requirements, engineers were able to address the needs advocated by non-technical domain experts. However, despite the productive ends of these collaborative strategies, they place extensive capacity demands in unique ways on both technical and non-technical participants. Without structured support, multi-stakeholder collaboration is a high-lift endeavor. Across our sessions, groups recurrently fell back on engineer-led linear decision-making when any stakeholder lacked the skill, knowledge, or energy capacity to meet these collaborative requirements.

In Sloane et al.’s framing of the forms of participation, the co-design workshops in this study align most closely with “participation as consultation,” in which diverse stakeholders are engaged in various stages of episodic, short-term projects. Consultative forms of participation often take a one-size-fits-all approach, creating a single process and expecting the same form of contribution from all stakeholders. However, diverse stakeholders contribute differently and require different support. Collaborative processes can better engage stakeholder perspectives by designing participation to be context and stakeholder-specific, revisiting processes to ensure the appropriate information is given to and gathered from the appropriate stakeholders.

5.1.3 Unfilled seats. Our co-design workshops represent a lower degree of participation along the dimension of stakeholder selection, as the included community members were chosen by the research team. According to Delgado et al.’s framework, a participation process that truly empowers stakeholders involves engaging community members designated by the community itself. While valuable and necessary, this standard is difficult to achieve in the education context.

The education domain involves complex dynamic systems affected by the attributes of institutions, practitioners, communities, and policy. While teachers contributed eagerly to the co-design of data specifications, participants across sessions grappled with the unknown perspectives of diverse domain-relevant stakeholders not represented in our workshops. Beyond students and teachers, groups named parents, district administrators, school counselors, instructional coaches,
support staff and district personnel, community organizations, and policymakers as significant stakeholders in the design scenarios presented. Participants consistently demonstrated knowledge gaps regarding organizational structures in schools and school systems, struggling to identify data owners and match position titles to role-based responsibilities. While participants often referenced “administration” as an agentic entity and critical stakeholder, the specific practitioner role to call upon remains undefined. Further, teachers shared experiences in which they were required to perform the responsibilities of administration and support staff when those roles were unavailable.

The complexity of education systems is exacerbated by constant organizational change, situational differences across individual institutions, and overlapping roles due to personnel turnover and resource strain. In the education domain, the non-trivial task of identifying the full set of appropriate stakeholders to bring to the table is a necessary precondition to multi-stakeholder collaboration.

5.2 Supporting Collaborative Data Specification

Prior work assessing engineering processes has noted the lack of defined practices for engaging domain experts and diverse stakeholders, as well as the implications for the fairness and utility of the resulting systems [87]. In response, we formulated our workshop protocol as a preliminary approach to multi-stakeholder co-design of data specifications. Our findings demonstrate that, in order for collaborative data specification to realize its potential of systematically supporting and amplifying diverse stakeholder voices, structural supports are required. We further contribute to the participatory design literature by identifying process needs that facilitate participation by establishing common ground and continuous collaboration practices.

5.2.1 Information Scaffolds. Prior to the co-design workshops, participants were only informed about the research motivations. The design scenario and background about data use in ML development were presented during the session. As a result, participation in our workshops took the form of facilitated group discussions initiated by researchers. While this research design enabled us to observe practitioners navigating knowledge gaps, the introduction of initial groundwork may enable a higher degree of participation. Intentionally designed information scaffolds can establish common ground, overcome technical knowledge gaps, and accelerate proactive contributions across participants.

While the lack of appropriate materials for educating domain experts on foundational ML knowledge is known [10], materials for educating ML practitioners on domain context are equally scarce. Despite a common assumption in collaborative ML work that non-technical experts require scaffolding of technical information, the same assumptions, and requirements and rarely ascribed to technical experts. Pre-reading regarding the social and political context of the design scenario may seed a foundational understanding of domain needs, practices, and motivations. Further, participants reported feeling unsure about the quality of their contributions and uncertain about the expectations of their role. Establishing common ground and defining stakeholder roles prior to engaging in co-design may better prepare participants for richer collaborative discussions.

Information scaffolds may additionally define the collaborative context more effectively. Participants struggled with decision-making due to a lack of clarity regarding the constraints of the design scenario. While the open-ended scenario invited high-level negotiations of priorities and requirements, groups reflected on the potential value of bounding ideation with real-world conditions, factoring financial, labor, and time resources into the initial formulation of the task. Finally, the inclusion of initial groundwork may enhance the generative design process, giving participants time to ideate independently before joint discussion and decision-making.

5.2.2 Shared standards. Across sessions, groups struggled the most with designing specifications for the evaluation of data quality. Participants found this task challenging due to the lack of shared
language and metrics for data and system evaluation across disciplines. Non-technical stakeholders were unfamiliar with standard machine learning metrics, such as accuracy, prediction, and recall, and lacked context regarding their applied meanings for the given design scenario. Correspondingly, technical stakeholders were unable to translate practitioner calls for evaluations based on student learning outcomes into actionable data specifications. Despite recognizing the incompleteness of any existing metric, participants faced difficulties creating new ones that better serve contextual needs. We echo the call from prior work that fairness in ML requires the development of domain-specific metrics of quality [81].

5.2.3 Continuous iteration. Applying Delgado et al.’s framework, participation in our workshops is a one-time collaboration needed to better align ML applications with stakeholder needs. While this motivation is representative of a high degree of collaborative participation, the design falls short of empowering stakeholders due to a lack of accountability processes. Without accountability for the quality of implementation of stakeholder contributions, participation in workshops can become performative, failing to actualize the recommendations of diverse stakeholders. According to Sloan et al.’s framework, the most meaningful form of stakeholder involvement (i.e., “participation as justice”) requires long-term partnerships with diverse stakeholders, building trust through mutual benefit, reciprocity, equity, and tightly coupled relationships with frequent communication. To establish processes for cross-domain collaboration, prior work has highlighted the importance of design iteration with constant evaluation [87].

Indeed, participants in every workshop session echoed this collaborative requirement, calling for stakeholder involvement at each step in the execution of the data specification. While domain practitioners appreciated the proactive data planning exercise, they expressed concerns about implementation fidelity and the potential for harmful assumptions to re-enter the development process in their absence. Involving multi-stakeholders in continuous collaboration requires the construction of a framework that defines and scaffolds participant roles in iterative data specification in downstream stages of the ML pipeline. Some groups suggested the collaborative creation of a governing set of utility and ethical standards to be used in interval quality evaluations as new data decisions and trade-offs emerge. Support for sustained participation may also involve the development of software platforms to engage stakeholders in the downstream processes of data cleaning and model evaluation. Industry applications of ML development may benefit from the creation of new roles, hiring teachers and boundary-spanners in permanent or semi-permanent positions. The emerging field of education data science may train individuals with expertise at the intersection of technology and education, who are able to translate across domains. Future work should explore these and other processes necessary to sustain iterative and long-term end-user and domain expert participation in data and machine learning development, in each stage of the data lifecycle and beyond.

5.3 Limitations
We present our data specification workshop procedure as a proof of concept with the acknowledgment that our sessions are subject to several limitations. A 2-hour workshop represents an oversimplified data specification process in which time constraints affect the nature of participation. The narrative surrounding the involvement of diverse stakeholders focuses on the prevention of harm by engaging domain context and impacted communities (e.g., [111]). Such framing of priority, combined with time constraints and latent structural inequality between stakeholder roles, limit the contribution of teachers to advocacy around well-recognized challenges in the education domain. When knowledge gaps are large enough, collaborative time is dedicated to establishing baseline domain understanding, leaving the full potential of stakeholder contribution unexplored. We chose
to conduct design workshops despite literature acknowledging their limitations in participatory design [29, 74] because they allow us to imagine the research methods that may be adapted to authentic contexts. The demonstration presented here cannot assess the efficiency, feasibility, or affordability of collaborative data specification procedures. However, we identify their promise in addressing downstream issues of model-centric development and invite future work to explore the integration of this practice in industry settings.

Furthermore, our sampling methods may have introduced selection bias, favoring stakeholders who felt fewer barriers to participation and displayed an eagerness to seek collaborative work. Our participants additionally comprised an incomplete representation of stakeholders’ communities. Due to convenience and ethical regulations regarding participation in research, the student role was represented by undergraduate students, rather than younger students more accurately impacted by the largely K-12 design scenarios. We recruited ML engineers from a variety of research and industry backgrounds, and teachers specializing in various age groups and subject disciplines, and we do not account for the role of this heterogeneity in the participatory results.

Finally, the four design scenarios produced heterogeneity across sessions and introduced different challenges and design discussions due to the nature of the datasets involved (e.g., tabular, text, and image data). Some scenarios were more emotionally charged, while others were more challenging technically to stakeholders. For example, the undertone of surveillance in scenarios involving student images prompted richer discourse about racial biases, representation, and fairness than in scenarios involving text data. While tabular data was easier to conceptualize, stakeholders were less familiar with image and text processing for data cleaning procedures, and these sessions relied heavily on technical experts to explain processing.

6 CONCLUSION

The emerging fairness, accountability, transparency, and utility concerns surrounding the development of ML applications in education are rooted in the limitations of conventional ML engineering processes. Developing ethical and human-centered ML experiences for education scenarios requires the prioritization of high-quality data contextualized through early collaboration with teachers and students. By engaging diverse stakeholders in a series of co-design sessions, we observed meaningful contributions to dataset specification. Participants shared domain and technical expertise to contextualize data needs, advocate for stakeholder values, anticipate downstream implications, overcome knowledge boundaries, and establish common ground. However, despite the many affordances of our collaborative process, a seat at the table is not enough. Empowering stakeholder perspectives in ML dataset specification requires systematic support, including accountable processes for the continuous involvement of teachers and students in iteration and co-evaluation, shared contextual data quality standards, and information scaffolds for both technical and non-technical stakeholders to traverse expertise boundaries.
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